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"This book is an excellent addition to the literature on how dynamics may be used to understand and model more complex phenomena such as fluid flow, or pattern formation, written by a leading expert in the field who has contributed to a lot of the original results. It is an ideal choice for scientists, engineers or mathematicians who wish to have a good introduction to the field before moving to the specialized literature either on the physics side or the mathematics and modeling side, and it may serve as a good textbook for related courses."  Mathematical Reviews     

       This book is an introduction to the application of nonlinear dynamics to problems of stability, chaos and turbulence arising in continuous media and their connection to dynamical systems. With an emphasis on the understanding of basic concepts, it should be of interest to nearly any science-oriented undergraduate and potentially to anyone who wants to learn about recent advances in the field of applied nonlinear dynamics. Technicalities are, however, not completely avoided. They are instead explained as simply as possible using heuristic arguments and specific worked examples.
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Fourier Analysis on Finite Abelian Groups (Applied and Numerical Harmonic Analysis)Birkhauser, 2009
Fourier analysis has been the inspiration for a technological wave of advances in fields such as imaging processing, financial modeling, algorithms and sequence design. This unified, self-contained book examines the mathematical tools used for decomposing and analyzing functions, specifically, the application of the [discrete] Fourier transform...
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Programming Mobile Devices: An Introduction for PractitionersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
With forewords by Jan Bosch, Nokia and Antero Taivalsaari, Sun Microsystems.    

    

    Learn how to programme the mobile devices of the future!    

    

    The importance of mobile systems programming has emerged over the recent years as a new domain in software development....
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QuickBooks 2010 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
The annual update of a perennial bestseller, fully revised for the newest QuickBooks release

QuickBooks is the leading software package for small business accounting, updated each year so it remains cutting-edge. QuickBooks "X" For Dummies provides all the information you need to start using the newest version in your...
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Real World Adobe Creative Suite 2Peachpit Press, 2006
Adobe's Creative Suite offers a powerful unified design environment that includes Photoshop CS2, Illustrator CS 2, InDesign CS2, GoLive CS2 and Acrobat 7.0. Problem is, you've still got to learn the thing, and learn it well: Your job, after all, depends on it. No one understands that better than the authors of this book, who draw on their own...
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Handbook Tables For Organic Compound Identification, Third EditionCRC Press, 1966
The present volume is a revised and enlarged third edition of the book formerly titled TABLES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS. Four new classes of compounds, i.e., sulfonyl chlorides, sulfonamides, thiols and thioethers were added, bringing the number of classes included in the book to twenty-six. The tables of alkanes, alkenes, alkynes,...
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Xamarin Mobile Development for Android CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 80 hands-on recipes to unleash full potential for Xamarin in development and monetization of feature-packed, real-world Android apps


	About This Book

	
		Create a number of Android applications using the Xamarin Android platform
	
		Extensively integrate your Android devices with other...
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